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BUILDING THE SCENARIOS
In September 2020, the German Council on Foreign
Relations (DGAP) and the EU Institute for Security
Studies (EUISS) conducted an expert workshop on
the future of conflict for Europe. Participants from
across the continent were invited to develop forward-looking scenarios for crises impacting European security up until 2030.

from the consequences of climate change and government failure through cyber and financial warfare
to state repression and surveillance with AI technology; from threats to cultural heritage and humanitarian issues to maritime security and freedom of navigation. This variety provided a robust foundation for
the second step: capability derivation.

The aim and purpose of this undertaking was to test
a foresight methodology for developing an EU Civilian Capability Profile for EU crisis management. An
important first step for this exercise was to sketch
out a panorama of conflicts that the EU could be confronted with in and around 2030. Subsequently, the
scenarios provided the foundation for an exercise in
strategic planning. During follow-up sessions in October 2020, we established capability areas for possible civilian CSDP missions for the scenarios. Details
and lessons learned can be found in the accompanying Policy Brief.

We would like to extend our gratitude to all our participants who, with their expert knowledge and inspiring ideas, made this exercise a success. Without
their contributions and readiness to test this methodology, we could not have ventured into these unknown waters. It is thanks to them that we can present these scenarios and evaluate our experience in
this Policy Brief.

The foresight methodology that was used does not
claim to predict the future, but rather to develop a
probable version of the future. Exploring a wellthought-out possible future is an opportunity to
improve early warning, more efficiently allocate resources, and future-proof overall decision-making.
Therefore, this methodology can help the EU and its
member states make long-term decisions about the
future of EU civilian crisis management and its role in
the EU’s external action toolbox. For this purpose, we
tweaked a classic foresight methodology to accommodate our field of interest, and transferred it online
due to the coronavirus pandemic.
To ensure the relative likelihood that the EU would
mandate a civilian mission and deploy experts in the
crisis scenarios, we assigned to each working group a
region with geographical proximity to Europe. Additionally, we made sure that the scenarios were diverse
in terms of conflict type and theatre (urban, network
and regional) in order to set the stage for the development of a comprehensive EU Civilian Capability Profile 2030. The three scenarios our participants
developed depict a wide range of conflict aspects,
ranging from nuclear waste fallout to the online distribution of deep-fake videos and the fight against
propaganda narratives; from geopolitical clashes
between major powers to confrontation with armed
non-state groups and organized activist protests;

The workshop series was conducted as part of a project financed by the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
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Scenario I:
Networked
Conflict in
the Western
Balkans
A PICTURE OF THE FUTURE:
WHAT DOES 2030 LOOK LIKE?
In the year 2030, many different actors are active in the
Western Balkans. Russia and the US have come to a new
agreement for the region involving, inter alia, a land swap
between Kosovo and Serbia. As a result, Bosnia’s Republic
Srpska entity holds a referendum on independence, before
requesting unification with Serbia. Serbia promptly engages in demonstrations of power in cities across Republika
Srpska. Simultaneously, a slew of deep fake videos about
Bosnia appear online, but it proves difficult to attribute responsibility. In response, Bosnians, some of them returnees from Syria, form a militia in self-defense and turn to the
US for assistance. However, earlier in the 2020s, the US denied Bosnia accession to NATO, and now it sides with Russia and the Serbs in order to protect its Balkan agreement.
Instead, Turkey offers help and sends fighters. China also
deploys protection forces to safeguard the infrastructure
projects it has been pursuing in the country for many years.
Organized criminal networks form different local alliances to protect their wealth, or act independently to secure
their future economic activities. At this point, the conflict is
not yet openly violent, consisting only of sporadic clashes.
Still, many groups are armed and ready to fight, and there is
huge potential for further escalation. Displaced persons and
civilians risk being at the mercy of the fighting.

DRIVERS: WHICH UNDERLYING
DEVELOPMENTS LEAD TO THIS
SCENARIO FOR 2030?
•

Regional Governance: Insufficient political response
to urbanization and demographic change, combined
with brain drain to further increase inequality and
poverty. High levels of corruption and organized crime
weaken governance, and cause grievances and discontent amongst different groups.

•

EU Action: The rapprochement process is stalling in
most areas. Conf licting historic narratives among
Serbs and Bosnians remain a spoiler, and do not allow
for ethnic depolarization.

•

Chinese Power Projection: China proves its global ambitions by increasing its reach and presence on Europe’s doorstep. It signs investment deals to expand its
geopolitical sphere of influence. The US remains a systemic opponent.

•

US Power Projection: The US regards China as a rival for influence, resources, and alliances on the global stage, but is hesitant to match Chinese engagement.
To mitigate costs, it cooperates with Russia where
their interests align, and where doing so allows the US
to demonstrate power vis-à-vis China. As a result, NATO is weakened.

A large smuggling
operation is detected trafficking illegal
firearms and heroin.
Although the contraband is secured,
no final convictions
are made.

2021

EU-Western Balkan
negotiations stall in
BXL: the EU fails to offer partial integration
as a reward for successes so far and is unhappy with the failure
to crack down on organised crime.

China rolls out four
more investment
packages.

2022

2023
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A HISTORY OF THE FUTURE: HOW DO THESE EVENTS COME ABOUT?

EU turns to NATO
(Berlin+ Agreement),
but does not act independently.

Responding to the
danger to its infrastructure investments,
China dispatches protection forces.

EU suspends accession
talks with Serbia indefinitely due to its refusal to accept Kosovo‘s
territorial integrity.

Croatia and Serbia
warn about growing
economic inequalities and a rise in
ethnic tensions. This
is exacerbated by
the continued prevalence of organised
crime.

Bosnians ask the
US for help, but Washington sides with
Russia and Serbia..

US and Russia meet
to establish a new
plan for the Western
Balkans.

Land swap between
Kosovo and Serbia
causes a surge in the
numbers of displaced
persons

In the US, both Dem.
and Rep. campaigns
pledge no further
troop deployments
and less ambitious
power projection.

China increases its
police presence in
Serbia to help the
authorities cope with
an influx of Chinese
tourists and workers.

2024

2026

2025

Bosnian returnees
from Syria form a militia and Turkey offers
to fill vacuum left by
the US by sending
foreign fighters; organized crime groups
build local alliances
to protect their wealth and networks

2027

Serbian power demonstration in the
cities of Republika
Srpska; deep fake
videos about Bosnia
are disseminated by
unknown sources.

NATO and OSCE
remain neutral, because US is blocking
them.

Republika Srpska
holds referendum,
asks for unification
with Serbia.

2028

2029

2030
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Scenario II:
Urban Conflict
in Northern
Africa
A PICTURE OF THE FUTURE:
WHAT DOES 2030 LOOK LIKE?
In 2030, the city of Oran in Algeria is divided, with ongoing street protests flaring up, and violence escalating between protesters, vigilante groups, and police. All major
public places and streets have surveillance technology installed. Apartment blocks where protestors and dissidents
are known to hide are closed off and lack sufficient access
to clean drinking water. Cases of Cholera have been reported, but people living in dissident blocks are denied access to
hospitals and fear arrest due to AI face recognition. Hackers sometimes manage to take down the surveillance system. When this happens, activists try to attack cameras, but
the police are on stand-by. Outages are also used to smuggle water, food, and other supplies into the closed-off areas of the city. Occasionally, the government turns a blind
eye, not wanting the situation to escalate further and compromise Oran as a trading center. Online, there is a battle of
facts and narratives that neither side is winning.

DRIVERS: WHICH UNDERLYING
DEVELOPMENTS LEAD TO THIS
SCENARIO FOR 2030?
•

Government Repression: With a lack of economic
success as a main pressure point, the government increases oppression. It also employs surveillance technology and invests heavily in being able to track and
trace dissidents. This approach leads to continuously hardening fronts as many people are excluded from
political participation. Sudden police crackdowns on
opposition groups result in sporadic violence.

•

EU Action: EU policies towards conflict areas such as
Iraq, Yemen, Libya focus on counterterrorism and stability rather than reform because these are the only topics on which member states can find agreement.
With only minimum engagement in conflict management, the EU remains a bystander in many crises.
Within the EU itself, minorities are insufficiently well
integrated.

•

Civil Society: Inequality and poverty lead to polarization and frustration. A lack of economic opportunities
politicizes the youth, and insufficient access to basic
services radicalizes different societal groups. Social
media is used to fight against the government’s narrative of public security, and to organize activism.

•

Climate Change: The high impact of climate change
puts a heavy strain on resources, and leads to an increase in extreme weather events such as storms,
droughts, and floods. The latter result in damages with
high costs.

A major storm damages buildings,
wells, and pipes in
Oran; repairs are insufficient, and funds
go to surveillance
technology instead.

Protests about lack
of job opportunities, quickly gaining
a broader platform
on issues such as the
exclusion of youth,
elitism, and distrust
in government.

2021

Algeria buys surveillance technology from China and
starts consultations
on its use for internal
security; oppression
increases both online
and offline.

EU fails to condemn
increased oppression
because it sees Algeria
as important guarantor
of regional stability.

2022

2023
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A HISTORY OF THE FUTURE: HOW DO THESE EVENTS COME ABOUT?

Journalists uncover a
big corruption scandal ahead of local
legislative elections,
leading to a sharp
increase in protests
even outside of cities.

Local legistlative
elections are widely
condemned as neither free nor fair. Large-scale promotion
of public security is
launches.

Comprehensive video surveillance is
installed and comes
online in Algiers and
Oran; some activist
groups suddenly disband.

Activists organize to
protest against government surveillance and to help citizens evade it; arrests
are made; events
heavily covered on
social media with
much disinformation.

2025

Hackers manage to
temporarily bring
down surveillance
software. During
outages, attacks
on cameras lead to
police mobilization
and arrests. Online,
there is a battle of
facts and narratives.

EU election observers are attacked; it
is unclear if they were
targeted specifically.

EU condemns surveillance measures
and calls for release
of prisoners, but fails
to incorporate this
into its new migration and investment
deal.

2024

Damage in parts of
Oran that are not
under surveillance
does not get fixed,
causing a shortage
of drinking water.
Dirty water leads to
Cholera outbreaks.

2026

2027

EU election observers are attacked; it
is unclear if they were
targeted specifically.

A major flood causes
further damage to
insufficient repairs
from 2022. There is
some local displacement and damage to
the harbor.

2028

2029

AI is used to identify
pedestrians and protestors to be targeted later.

2030
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Scenario III:
Regional
Conflict in
Northern
Europe
A PICTURE OF THE FUTURE:
WHAT DOES 2030 LOOK LIKE?
In 2030, the Arctic waters to the north of Europe are a
crowded place. Polar ice caps have melted even faster than
anticipated, allowing for exploration in relation to trade
routes, general research, and geopolitical influence. China, Russia, the US and to some extent European powers are
all present and active in the Arctic. After a submarine collision that leads to nuclear leakage, there is little reliable
information on who is responsible or what the ecological,
legal, and other consequences are, and all sides hold each
other responsible. Russia, in line with the logic of its “protective power of the Arctic” narrative, establishes itself as
the only country looking out for Northern Sami people and
helps them to deal with the fallout on Norwegian soil. NATO, weakened by the continuous, opportunistic US-Russian
alliance vis-à-vis China, fails to back Norway up. Russia prepares for a referendum on introducing Russian jurisdiction
over an area populated primarily by Northern Sami.

DRIVERS: WHICH UNDERLYING
DEVELOPMENTS LEAD TO THIS
SCENARIO FOR 2030?
•

Climate Change: Polar ice melts even faster than anticipated, giving way to unexplored waters and new
opportunities in the Arctic. Uncertain prospects lead
to a general climate in society that is receptive to the
exploitation of fears, for example regarding resource
stress. Nuclear energy is favored over coal. There is no
permanent solution to storing atomic waste.

•

Russian Narrative: There is increased geopolitical
competition between China and the US. Russia opportunistically plays them off against each other, hoping
this will help the country stay relevant. It juxtaposes its
actions with a narrative about its sense of mission and
rightful place in the world.

•

US Power Projection: The US regards China as a rival for influence, resources, and alliances on the global stage, but is hesitant to match Chinese engagement.
To mitigate costs, it cooperates with Russia where
their interests align, and where doing so allows the US
to demonstrate power vis-à-vis China. As a result, NATO is weakened.

•

Politicization of the Arctic: States race to deploy new
technologies for reasons of prestige, as well as the opportunities for power, trade, and research that they
might yield. This leads to an increasing desire to contest maritime law, for example rules relating to fishing
rights and the freedom of navigation. Satellite reconnaissance rises in importance.

Alfred Wegener Institute publishes data
from its MOSAiC expedition: Polar ice
caps are melting
quicker than anticipated, giving way to
heretofore unexplored waters.

US administration
declares it will not
accept China’s unlawful claims in the
South China Sea, and
puts maritime assets
on alert.

2021

Russia increases its
maritime and satellite presence in Arctic
waters in line with its
strategic interests
(“bastions”). Others
slowly but steadily
to follow, announcing
they are doing so for
both scientific reasons and to protect
their neighbourhood.

2022

2023
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A HISTORY OF THE FUTURE: HOW DO THESE EVENTS COME ABOUT?

Russia sends protective gear, experts and
other aid to the Sami
people in Norway,
who face toxic fumes
with serious health
implications without
prior warning.

US sides with European states blaming
Russia for meddling
with satellite connections.

Russia increases its
maritime and satellite presence in Arctic
waters in line with its
strategic interests
(“bastions”). Others
slowly but steadily
to follow, announcing
they are doing so for
both scientific reasons and to protect
their neighbourhood.

US, Chinese, and
French governments
are accused of storing nuclear residue
in the Arctic.

2024

2025

Conflicting claims
over damage. Scientists die under suspicious circumstances.
Theories circulate
that they are victims
of a covert assassination.

A submarine collision leads to nuclear
leakage, creating an
ecological catastrophe with states blaming each other, and
none taking responsibility.

Norway demands
Russia
withdraw
from ist territory, but
miscalculates NATO
cohesion. Its threat
is an empty one.

China strikes a deal
with Russia to to jointly provide maritime rescue on new
trade routes.

2026

2027

Russia prepares a
referendum on introducing Russian
jurisdiction over the
Northern Sami.

US blocks a Chinese UNSC resolution
against Russia, thereby preventing UN
action in the Arctic.

2028

2029

2030
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PARTICIPANTS
The organizers would like to thank all participants for
bringing their expertise and experience to the table and engaging in this discussion. We extend our sincere gratitude
for the time and energy invested throughout the scenario-building exercise before, during and after the workshops.

GROUP I: WESTERN BALKAN SCENARIO
Moderator: Christian Mölling, DGAP
Hanneke Brouwer,
European Centre of Excellence for Civilian Crisis
Management
Lotje Boswinkel,
EU Institute for Security Studies

Thafar Maaitah,
RTA Dubai
Katariina Mustasilta,
EU Institute for Security Studies
Anna Penfrat,
European Peacebuilding Liaison Office
Maha Yassin,
Clingendael Institute

GROUP III: NORTH EUROPE SCENARIO
Moderator: Roderick Parkes, DGAP

Amelie Overmann,
Political Advisor to Ottmar von Holtz (MP)

Volker Jacoby,
European Centre of Excellence for Civilian Crisis
Management

Tobias Pietz,
Centre for International Peace Operations

Tania Lațici,
European Parliament Research Service

Philipp Rotmann,
Global Public Policy Institute

Olivia Lazard,
Carnegie Europe

GROUP II: NORTH AFRICA SCENARIO

Florence Schimmel,
German Council on Foreign Relations

Moderator: Florence Gaub, EU Institute for Security
Studies

Timo Smit,
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute

Marian Henkes,
German Federal Foreign Office

Benjamin Tallis,
European Centre of Excellence for Civilian Crisis
Management

Joachim Isacsson,
United Kingdom Ministry of Defense
Taina Järvinen,
European Centre of Excellence for Civilian Crisis
Management
Juliane Kube,
German Federal Foreign Office
Malte Liewerscheidt,
Teneo

Kim Tuorila,
European External Action Service

Please note that the whole exercise consisted of two rounds
of workshops. While there was big overlap in participation,
some experts partook in only the scenario-building or the
capability derivation exercises. We are grateful to everyone
who participated in whatever capacity, and credit them in
the Policy Brief. For precision, this list names all those who
participated in the first round of scenario-building.
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